
SATURNIAN  FUGUE  &  VARIATIONS (1987-88) 

(COUNTER-COLLAGES ON READING TWO ANTHOLOGIES, 

FOR MY FIFTY-SOMETHING BIRTHDAY) 

                                               Abgesang für IVL u. VIL  

 

               0. 

0.1. Acedia may be the cardinal sin. But life is too much, like a hunted deer.  

The thicket thickens. Let's see, shall we? The love-sick  

Major said to the sisters, Rebels and redbreasts, we who seek justice  

Shall all be justified by the future; so here we are  

Still hanging on Lord Nobodaddy up there, fatal Sun King  

In the Sky, mushrooming to his latest avatar  

As searing Shiva, lone uncreator of all livable worlds.  

 

So what is truth, say the jesting poets imbruing their hands --  

You can read it in Russian prose, yet Bach will also burn;  

Shadows, more substantial by far, have lost their Schlemihls,  

Obscene darkness melted into brick on a precise military hour  

Of August Nineteen Forty Five armies became genocidally expensive, total  

White-flash blindness swallowed & spit out by total burn-out,  

 

The seeing useless where flesh burns like the inquisitions'  

Superfluous books.  

        Tu n'as rien vu à Hirochima.  

 

0.2. As surging seagrass  



you wound around my body.  

Brief the togetherness  

like dew on the meadow. Move away,  

mountains, let me glimpse her door! 

 

0.3. The Law unfetters 

one from fetters.  

                  The canon's  

still bound to cannon.  

 

The redbreast's at home        

with the bamboo. Then one day  

the bamboo gets bent  

into a snare that takes hold  

of the redbreast. Isn't that so?  

 

               1. 

1.1. I saw John Ashbery once in London plain  

After the empire toppled & the clubs turned sour, streets clotted like rich cream in heat,  

I have never seen the other Nineteen Poets Born Between 1920 & 1930  

(I wish i'd met Adrienne Rich, i have an intense & ongoing love for  

Intelligent women, i'd have asked her about lies & silence, the  

Wolf Child, & who has power over body & tongue, why)  

Not to mention elders Born Before 1920, Robert Francis  

Spare as a Daoist sage, William Stafford wincing recognition  



Like a camera that believes.  

 

Ashbery, gangly & silent, older than his photos, posed with three other poets,  

In the pauses i had urgent whispers with Ivan, the photographer was  

Angry, she had a job to do, the exiled poet & i exchanged amused  

Central European twinkles, the organizer fussed, the Tate had a bomb threat,  

The Embankment right outside the glass windows & Ireland just a missile away  

(All those acres with repugnant landlords guns & hunting dogs)  

North & South Belfast, W & E Beirut, Nicosia, Berlin, Korea,  

We need 2, 3, many Ho Shi-mins & Titos again,  

Zagreb & Beograd just a knife-edge highway apart  

Brotherhood & Unity vs. the mad national religions  

But i never see you much any more  

 

The summers are much hotter than they used to be, the glacier balance is disturbed,  

A rumor goes the tectonic plates are sliding from under us, Japan will sink,  

Alas, the humans have usurped geological force in brittle historical time,  

Must the liberating Titan with nuclear heads grow into Lord Jehovah of the Hosts?  

Well, so the continents may crack like ripe melons; both  

Civilization & Its Discontents are duller & sweatier, flesh bothers one, ozone  

Disappears with mountain forests & cosmic ultra-violet rollback sears,  

It takes more & more effort to hold onto the trusting comradeship  

We had naturally when we were young Ivan, tolling & rolling forth with the young Revolution,  

The love that quickens all disappears promptly into the cracks between naked roots  



As with the chestnut trees on the central park of our youth, now asphalted over except for little fenced-in 

circles  

Thanatos gaining over Eros  

Es war einmal, im wunderschönen Monat Mai,  

But now the person is not likely to be you or me.  

 

1.2. wind and moon  

     wind on; memories wound;  

          not much use  

 

                2. 

2.1. & now i cannot do much more but gaze backward at lives,  

I shall scarcely be among Twenty Poets Born Between 1920 & 1930  

Or is it the Thirteen Poets Born Between 1930 & 1940?  

(So ambiguous to be born in a zero)  

What is worst, cameras get better & better in focus & Agfacolor,  

Beliefs scramble away, off & running, like receding red-shift galaxies.  

When was the last time i dreamed of Lenin? -- i don't even remember.  

Call me, Akiko, remind me of the memories, Ivan!  

 

2.2. glowworm wanders about  

        you are across two oceans  

           how wondrous all of it  

 

2.3. & now i cannot write verse any more, those funny rhythmic shapes,  



What is the meaning of these games of sounds & semantics?  

 

I have to shower, & take all my medicines, & go & talk to the stern cancer researcher about mortgages & 

pensions, cancer is spreading in the universities, & snatch a coffee & blueberry muffin, & should i teach 

Lear or Godot, & the radio is talking abt refugees, & the war on drugs (yet drugs for war), &  the world 

is too much with us & Akiko too far away, nevertheless i'm beginning to see the point of Noh illuminations 

& angels who burn their own wings, MAY I STILL WRITE? & Ivan gets tipsy & maudlin once in five 

years when we meet, he still believes in the power of classical forms to freeze time with severe rhythm & 

rhyme which i admire tho Rilke irritates me, too many cutesy little angels on cutesy Apostolic Majesty 

Tannenbaums (yet remember he did finally conclude "you must change your life"), his rosy-cheeked sons 

are now the age we were under the chestnut trees in the central city park, thank you dear egg said one who 

was soon to perish by drowning, & the little yellow gaslit Zagreb is irretrievably shipwrecked under the 

consumer hurricanes of Illyria, & the heat on this continent leads only to inconclusive thunderstorms 

which don't clear the air, au clair de la Lune my current is failing, my Chinese pencil too is splitting in 

half is that a sign finally also?  

 

O Tannenbaum, O Tannenbaum, wie braun sind deine Blätter! 

 

To the Finland Station & back  

As if all those downtrodden generations have lived in vain  

Assaying the upright walk  

Gait course march gangway, toter Gang the backlash  

Babel Meyerhold Reich Hu Feng           our own dead  

 

Wovon man nicht sprechen kann, darüber muss man schweigen   

 

No this is not satisfying  enough is not enough. 

 

                3. 

3.1.  

"We are Nothing. What we seek is All." said Hölderlin.  



Right on! Yet also see i have only this Nothing, now & here -- at any here, at any now, at any rate. What 

i seek is what i may at least see, if not touch. What should i then do with it, this Nothing? (Fritz hslf got 

shipwrecked on this rock of ages, when the Revolution turned sour.) 

 

Gautama the Enlightened took the extreme step: "We are Nothing. What we seek is Nothingness".  

This solves all by giving in to Nothing. The relief of being blind & oblivious to all! Desperate solution 

born of the most terrifying desolation of desperation. But the subject & predicate do deny the object. If 

we are not then we cannot be anything, not even Nothing. Can you see your blindness?  

 

O hopes desires  

a little tenderness 

            bodies 

melt in a twinkling 

 

your pencil box 

fox-color 

                its lid off 

flames on my table 

 

3.2. What we are -- what each of us is -- may be Maya, the fleshly illusion. But Maya is. I prove it by 

stubbing my toe: i feel even the joints in the cut-off, phantom limb. This is delusion -- now. Yet it was 

there before it was cut. And the body politic may regrow it, lizard-like. So the tyrannosaurus devours its 

tail.  

 

Nirvana is the mind's desperate attempt to blow out, push away the shrinkage of its senses. The whole 

body should be a phantom body, untouchable, untouched, unmoved, ataraxic, bereft of feeling, finally 

invulnerable to the terrible monsoons of passion & sentiment, Non-Being staving off Non-Permanence, 

anātma against anitya.  

 

This hour this place  



this inescapable i:  

in my flesh there meet  

forecast & failed commonwealths:  

Buddha Only For Oneself.  

 

3.3. Darkness will be upon us mon ami Pierrot, ma chandelle est morte, darkness falls from the air, i shall 

never finish A la recherche du temps perdu, inflation in Illyria is 106% per year, Thermodynamic Death 

& the World Bank are against me, i really must leave now,  

 Hear these final lines:  

Who can deny blood is red  

and hot? a corpse is  

frozen clay? How terrible  

the flowers' outburst in Fall!  

 

               4. 

4.1.     lovely Spring  

    red flowers sprinkle the lake  

         rowers despair  

 

Help me, John & Ivan, Adrienne, Bob, Bill, Wallace, Hart, Walt & Emily & Bert & Carolyn!  

In the dark times, will poetry be written?  

There will be poetry written about the dark times,  

The price extorted by the s-o-bs grinding us down:  

 

4.2. noon glow, crickets  

        scold; in coldest night  



          glowworms burn:  

 

4.3. The salamander swallows smoldering embers  

Earthquakes evict the unsuspecting nations  

Talk to mean something  

Signify so we can understand  

Explain the branchings so we can decide  

What are you saying to us?  

Why hint at humans by anatomizing nature?  

Why return to misty past when prospecting  

Possible or improbable futures?  

 

Humans are creatures who come from afar  

We wander thru mazes multiply blindfolded  

What do our dead mean, inspiring and chilling?  

Our hunger, and the red Sun at nightfall?  

Our thirst for understanding, and for each other?  

The closed doors, and the holders of keys?  

Let light onto our paths! Otherwise  

Why speak at all? What can we do?  

What is to be done? Not much time may  

 

Be left.  

 

               5. 



5.1. The Enlightened preached in a plain to 500 blind men & women. Having heard him, they recovered 

their sight. They hugged the earth for joy, they drove their staffs into the ground. The staffs took root & 

grew into flowering trees. This was named The Wood of Sight Restored, it's a favorite spot for meditation. 

(Fu Xian)  

  Brittle bitter  

  brief the sweet while 

                    but i can't 

  refrain in fall   

 

5.2. Non omnis moriar: the Third Law of Thermodynamics may be used for us, good Bodhisattva. I shall 

not cease from mental strife,/ Nor shall the sword sleep in my hand,  

O kami, lover & justification,  

My missing you is like the flowing river --  

In jest & in earnest & in signification  

It will never come to an end.  

 

5.3. What am i to do? What may poetry do? What is going to happen to all of us?  

I'm to love firmly  

and lightly: as water, wearing  

the rock away,  

as the light maple leaf, clinging  

while the heavy leaf breaks off.  

 

Wovon man sprechen muss, dafür soll man Wörter finden.  

 

Sakura saku koro/ tori ashi ni hon/ uma shi hon. (Onitsura):  

     Wonders in cherry- 



     blossom time: Birds on two legs!  

     Horses on four!  

 

Shadows. The Way & the Power.  

 

Today, as always, there remain  

The silent people, the stony plain.  

                                             787-1288 

 

 NOTES 

These notes do not provide a list of my allusions, echoes or outright appropriations from other poets (e.g. 

Blake, Brecht or those named in the text) but only elucidations meant to help the interested reader. For 

fellow-critics: if musicology is not yr forte, the sub-section numbering (1 thru 3) should alert you to the 

three paradigm-wedges projected onto the syntagmatic axis (i once saw Jakobson plain, he was red-

headed).  

 

Title Saturn = (among other things) a god of plenty & of the Golden Age, ate his children -- or is the 

sequence arsy-versy?; Saturnian = a prosodic meter, & an inhabitant of the eponymous planet (in Voltaire 

he judges the Earthlings are ridiculous). Not to be confused with Saturnine = poisoned by lead, or 

(astrological) sluggish & gloomy.   

0.1. Tu n'as rien... = You have seen nothing in/of Hiroshima (from Resnais's movie Hirochima mon 

amour). 

1.1. Es war einmal = Once upon a time 

Im wunderschönen Monat Mai = In the beauteous month of May (a love song in Schumann's Dichterliebe, 

words by Heinrich Heine).  

2.3. Au clair de la Lune = see 3.3 

Tannenbaum = fir tree 

O Tannenbaum, O Tannenbaum, wie braun sind deine Blätter! = O fir tree, fir tree, how brown are your 

leaves! (counter-project to the German Xmas song which has green leaves) 

the upright walk = aufrechter Gang (Ernst Bloch) 



toter Gang = lost motion, backlash 

Wovon man nicht sprechen kann... = What one cannot talk about, one must be silent about (Wittgenstein)  

3.1. Fritz = Miroslav Krleža, great example 

3.3. Au clair de la Lune, also later mon ami Pierrot, ma chandelle est morte = my friend Pierrot, my candle 

is dead (out) -- from the old French song "Au clair de la Lune,/ Mon ami Pierrot" 

5.2. Non omnis moriar = not all of me shall die 

kami = goddess, lady (Jap.) 

5.3. What am i to do?... = free after Gauguin 

Wovon man sprechen muss... = What one has to talk about, one has to find words for (counter-project to 

the Wittgenstein of 2.3)  

 


